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editorial
Why I love Reggie Fils-Aime, Nintendo of America president
Cry of War

1.
2.
3.

PLAYING NOW
Super Mario Bros. (NES)
NY Times Crosswords (DS)
Rival Schools (PSOne)

R

eggie Fils-Aime, president of Nintendo
of America, hit the scene in 2004 and
took the Nintendo faithful by storm.
How? By actually appearing to care
about the brand. “I’m about kickin’ ass, I’m about
taking names and we’re about making games.”
That helped Reggie cement himself in the lore
of Nintendo history as probably the second-most
dynamic Nintendo personality (right behind Shigeru Miyamoto, of course, and just ahead of Hiroshi Yamaguchi).
How did Reggie earn my love?
It’s simple. He appeared to care about the
company. Reggie may have been theatrical at
the time, but he at least cared what happens to

the company. As a die-hard Nintendo fangirl for
virtually my entire video game career, it was
hard to hang on during the company’s dark
days after the Super Nintendo. It seemed that
nobody was listening to common sense
around Nintendo. With Reggie came the light.
Reggie seems not concerned with himself, but
whether or not Nintendo lives or dies. That’s what
Nintendo needed then and what Nintendo needs
now. Reggie provides it freely.
It’s time we thanked Mr. Fils-Aime for revitalizing Nintendo. My thanks is long overdue and it’s
time you collected.
Lyndsey Mosley is editor of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached by e-mail at editor@gaminginsurrection.com.
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Mom and Dad play the Wii
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY

S

MOM

H

unday mornings in the Gaming Insurrection household for many
years usually involved bowling. We’d troop down to the local
Brunswick Lanes and throw a couple of games until dinner at
grandma’s house was ready. Bowling is a tradition in the GI
chief’s household.
GI chief mama Gloria is a different type of bowler. Though she may not
look like it, she’s got a powerful swing and grip. This means she’s
probably going to hit a large percentage of her pins in the first part of
the frame and pick up her spare in the second part. She averaged 140
in her prime, but in later years, it inched down to about 120. Because of
her love for bowling, Gloria obliged her youngest daughter – also an
avid gamer – by trying the bowling section of Wii Sports.

iran golfs regularly and
enters tournaments to
win. Hiran took up the
sport in the early 1990s
after playing basketball for a number of years. His drive to perfection
usually involves traveling to multiple golf equipment stores in search
of just the right gear to keep his
swing up to par.
Spending all day on the course is
not unheard of for Hiran. If it’s
sunny outside and he’s not work-

ing, Hiran is probably teeing it up
with friends.
When his youngest daughter approached him with the idea of playing a simulated golf game, Hiran
scoffed. Not because it was Wii
Sports golf but because he was already well versed in the simulated
side of the sport through the
games from Tiger Woods. However, he decided to give it a try because his daughter asked. How
does a real golfer measure up?

DAD

Sitting down with Mom
LMM:
LMM How are you today mommy?

GNH:
GNH Oh, no, It was because of my
son.

GNH:
GNH I’m here!
LMM:
LMM That’s good. So did you have
any previous video game experience
when you first started out playing the
Wii?
GNH:
GNH Oh, yes. Lots of video game
experience. You know that. I played
video games.
LMM:
LMM Give a brief description – just
name a couple of the games that
you’ve tried.
GNH:
GNH I go way back. These kids
can’t relate to it. We’re talking Centipede. We’re talking Galaga.

LMM:
LMM I have an older brother who’s
like 10 years older than me, so our
longtime readers will know about my
older brother getting me started playing. He doesn’t play as much as he
used to but he does actually play some
stuff.
LMM:
LMM How long have you been playing games on the Wii?
GNH:
GNH Well, now I don’t actually play
games on the Wii. The only game that I
have ever played was the bowling.
LMM:
LMM On Wii Sports?
GNH:
GNH On Wii Sports.

LMM:
LMM In the arcade? I mean like, actual standup cabinets?

LMM:
LMM What enticed you to play originally?

GNH:
GNH Arcade gaming.
GNH:
GNH Later on Nintendo, of course,
gaming.
LMM:
LMM How old were you when you
played video games? A rough age, do
you think? (Editor’s note: My mom was
25 in 1976, right about the height of arcade gaming.)
GNH:
GNH Well, I played video games,
let’s see, 21 or 22.
LMM:
LMM Wow. So that was when they
first blew up?
GNH:
GNH Early ’80s, some late ’70s to
early ’80s. Atari games. Again, they
can’t relate. (laughs)
LMM:
LMM Was it because of your son or
was it because of …

GNH:
GNH I thought it was cute. I liked
the interactive aspect of it. And it’s
something that you can play – it’s
something I thought I could play and
win. (laughs)
LMM:
LMM When trying the Wii Sports title, which game initially caught your
eye?
GNH:
GNH The bowling.
LMM:
LMM So it was straight the bowling?
You saw it and you were like, ‘Ooh I
want to try this’ and you tried it?
GNH:
GNH Yeah.

For the full interview, visit
GamingInsurrection.com/
multimedia.

Talking with Dad
LMM:
LMM How long have you have been
golfing?
HAH:
HAH I started golfing probably about
28 years ago.
LMM:
LMM Wow, that’s a long time because
that’s about how old I am.
HAH:
HAH I started when I was about 38
and I’m now in the twilight of my life and
enjoying it.
LMM:
LMM Wow, it must be nice. So what
originally got you started golfing?
HAH:
HAH Watching Tiger Woods on television in 1999. He was playing in his third
U.S. Amateur Championship and I
thought, ‘If he could do it, I could do it.’
LMM:
LMM Wow, it must be nice to have
some kind of role model because I don’t
particularly like Tiger Woods. I don’t care
for him very much, but I mean, I guess it is
awesome to watch him play because he’s
actually pretty good. But that would mean
– well, is that when you started seriously
taking golf and doing golf as a hobby?
HAH:
HAH Yes, because I thought that it
would help bring in more AfricanAmericans playing golf, which we don’t
have a whole of them. But it has brought a
whole lot of them – other AfricanAmericans into golf.
LMM:
LMM OK. What was your previous experience playing video games?
HAH:
HAH The only other video game that I
have ever played was Tiger Woods 2003.
LMM:
LMM Wow, so other than Tiger Woods,
you didn’t have any other golf experience,
like digital video game golf experience?

INTERESTING FACTS
ABOUT DAD’S GOLF GAME
Best score?
— 67 at Camden Country Club in
Columbia, S.C. His course score is 71.
Eligibility?
— Hiran is eligible for the PGA Tour
and PGA Champions Tour because he
is older than 50.
Golfing cost?
— Hiran estimates he spends roughly
$5,000 a year on golf equipment,
green fees, tournament entry and
travel.
HAH: No. My generation, we didn’t
have videos. So I had no access to
them.
LMM: OK, so when did you first hear
about the Wii Sports Golf?
HAH: From my daughter! My daughter told me about the Wii, and I tried it
out and I liked it.
LMM: OK. What was it about the golf
game that initially got you to play it?
HAH: I liked the visualization and it
also gives you a different kind of feeling
playing it inside than and being able to
stand there than playing it outside.
LMM: Was it easy for you to pick it up
when you first started playing it or did
you have to think about it a little bit better?
HAH: No, of course not. Especially
when your wife beats you at it the first
time she plays it. So, no, it wasn’t easy.

For the full interview, visit Gaming
Insurrection.com/multimedia.

Mom and Dad play the Wii

SEE MORE
To see more photos from
these games, visit the
multimedia section of
gaminginsurrection.com.
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Bionic Commando still swinging
BY JAMIE MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

Bionic Commando or Top Secret: Hitler’s Revival, if you played
the Japanese version, caused my
hair to stop growing when I was
just a young buck. I was not used
to playing a game that did not
have a jump button. Then again,
who is? However, I adapted to it.
Swinging around like I was Tarzan
and dodging round projectiles,
endless enemy units and weird
bosses became the norm after I
died the first time or a hundred.
Bionic Commando is the sequel to the Commando series.
Commando was a vertically
scrolling version of a Rambo-type
movie that came out in arcades in
1985. The game takes place as
the hero; Super Joe is dropped off
in the tropics and slaughters
wave after wave of enemies. And
they said one man couldn’t make
a difference. Super Joe must
have ran out of ammo or something because this man that killed
hundreds (when I played Commando) was captured. I guess
one day I will have to beat Commando and find out how.
In 1988, Bionic Commando
introduced Ladd, or Radd depending on which English version
you received. I knew him as Ladd
so I will continue with that. Ladd
stayed with the Rambo theme.
Ladd wiped out waves of enemies without a thought. Ladd also
added the Terminator twist to the
series. He sported a firearm in
one hand and a bionic extender
on the other. His arm was so
heavy that he simply could not
jump. Unlike Commando, Bionic
Commando is a side-scrolling
shooter that involves more strategy than one would think. Capcom also introduced a stage selection map that allowed selection
of stages to play.
Now I could talk about how
Nintendo of America and Nintendo of Europe censorship laws
caused the game to be change
from trying to stop the Nazi army
from resurrecting Hitler to fighting
Badds who were attempting to
resurrect Master D in all Western
versions of the game. They even

PHOTOS BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
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Bionic Commando was released in 1988 for the Nintendo Entertainment System. A remake of
the game, Bionic Commando: Rearmed, was released for the XBox 360.

Radd Spencer makes his move in Area 5.

went so far as to add a hat,
glasses and a beard to prevent
Westerners from knowing that it
was Adolf Hitler. But they did not
change anything when his face
exploded at the end of the game.
I mean you change the fact that
you cannot have anything relating
to Nazis whatsoever. All of this
change was done to keep from
setting a bad example for youths
playing the game, but I can

watch the unstoppable John
Rambo invade Vietnam in 1986
and kill many Soviet and Vietnamese soldiers? And I don’t want to
mention Robo Cop in 1987. He
alone set a new a standard for
violence. But I don’t want to talk
about that.
I do want to talk about how
difficult Bionic Commando can
be. In certain stages, it is impossible to go through without taking

any hits. On the first stage you
have to destroy a core unit while
under attack by endless units,
which is hard to do unscathed.
Despite the difficulty level, I do
find the concept and game play
enjoyable. If you like scrolling
shooters and awesome video
game music Capcom’s Bionic
Commando is for you. This is a
timeless classic. Whenever I play
this game I think about violent
movies of the ’80s.
So you finished both Commando and Bionic Commando,
well the Commando series doesn’t end there. In 1990, MERCs
was released as the official Capcom sequel to Commando although there is no storyline connection. It does, however, make
mention of Super Joe, who you
rescued in Bionic Commando.
In 2008, Wolf of the Battlefield:
Commando 3 was released on
Xbox Live Arcade and Playstation
Network as downloadable content. Both MERCs and Wolf of the
Battlefield: Commando 3 feature
the run-and-gun style. Anytime
you want endless violence, think
Capcom’s Commando series.

Epic duels can be arranged even with limited time available

M

y friends and I have
been playing RPGs
for quite some time
now. However, over
time, my friends and I have
gone our separate ways. Some
of us are many miles away from
each other. The distance is just
one slight problem that we have
learned to overlook thanks to
modern technology. Thanks to
MySpace and mobile devices,
we are able to link together
campaigns and ideas for characters. So sometimes we will
have gaming sessions through
conference calls and XBox
Live.
Another problem that we run
into many times is crucial: Time.
With our chaotic schedules, it is
nigh impossible to set up time
for all of us to join together as a
group. It takes time to decide
which one of us will be the GM.
It takes time to create characters. It takes lots of time to create a campaign for our group.
I felt that our group stood
alone in this challenge. But after
talking with a mutual friend of
our group I discovered that we
were not alone. Because every-

From the Dungeon
By Jamie Mosley

one in his group is a truck
driver, their schedules are always conflicting. What they do
is decide who will be the Game
Master and what characters will
need to be created at the end
of each session. They then will
notify each other when they are
close enough to gather and
play.
That is great for them, but my
friends and I are usually on a
day-to-day timeline. So after
months of discussing, I came
up with an idea that they seem
to enjoy to this very day. Since
my friends and I mainly play
Dungeons & Dragons the most,

I thought it would be best to
challenge our creative skills.
The plan went something like
this: We would have a duel.
The rules were easy: You
can only use books that you
have personally purchased and
have in your possession, your
character cannot be higher
than 24th level and everyone
must start out with the same
amount of gold pieces for each
character.
Everyone was a little skeptic
at first. So I challenged a friend
of mine in Florida first. The battle contestants’ were my monk/
druid (themed after Rain and
Ermac from the Mortal Kombat
series) versus his unstoppable
barbarian. Our characters were
separated by 300 feet of grassland. The duel itself was an epic
battle. Each one of us surprised
the other with our battle tactics
and character design. After four
hours the duel ended with my
defeat. Although I lost, my comrade let me know that he was
close to being defeated. We
both explained our characters
to each other. We then blogged
on MySpace about the larger-

than-life battle that took place.
The next day, I received a
phone call from another friend
challenging me to a duel.
I never back down from a
challenge. I never will.
The goal here is to create a
relatively fast game between
comrades when there is no time
to create one. You don’t really
have to prepare a huge game. A
simple gladiator game versus
friends will work just fine. One duel
can usually take up to an hour or
two. You can challenge on different worlds. Your main goal is to be
creative in were the duel takes
place and with your characters.
With this setup, you can always add more friends if possible.
World of Warcraft has proved that
team battles are popular. If it’s just
a one-on-one match, you can always mix it up with a couple of
demons randomly attacking the
duelers. Even the gods themselves might intervene. Just have
fun with it. And remember that the
winner is a star, but stars sometimes fall.
Jamie Mosley can be reached by e-mail at
fromthedungeon@gaminginsurrection.com.
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Super Contra for the Nintendo Entertainment System was released in 1990 with several changes from the arcade version.

Super C super hard classic
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

Super Contra has the distinctions of
being of the first games that I played on
the NES and one of the hardest. It was
ridiculous run-and-gun play and it was
ridiculously hard.
It took me forever to make it past the
first stage without dying multiple times.
It was only recently that I was able to
beat the game, and I still had to use
cheat codes.
The story of Contra was and still is
rather advanced. Apparently, some
aliens have taken over a military base
and you have to go in and wipe out the
threat. The battle pits you against your
comrades mostly and you’re using

“sophisticated” weaponry to get at the
heart of the matter.
Unfortunately, getting at the heart of
the matter means not getting hit because one touch from anything means
dead. That is easily the most frustrating
part of the game.
The controls hold up and are pretty
easy to use. All you need to do is shoot.
Shoot to kill and the day is yours. Well,
also get your powerups. Nothing is
more annoying than trying to kill something with no firepower, especially in Super C. Super Contra is synonymous for
me with great video game music. The
first time I heard the soundtrack I was
an 8-year-old giddy kid with nothing
better to do than try to beat my older

brother who sent the game home from
Marine boot camp. I can still remember
the awesome stage music and boss
battle music for stage 3.
It’s vivid, compelling and haunting
when I think of it. The music was 8-bit
goodness for a musically inclined child
such as myself.
I can picture the struggle of Bill and
Lance to dodge bullets of their fellow
soldiers in the hot jungles of South
America with that soundtrack.
If you’re going to revisit older games,
be aware of Super Contra. It’s hard and
frustrating but it’s a good game
overall. Despite its tendencies to eat
players alive, it’s hardcore gaming at its
finest.

Mega Man 3 a standout title for NES
BY BRANDON BEATTY
GAMING INSURRECTION

Mega Man, Mega Man,
Mega Man. What can I say?
Capcom’s legendary blue
bomber has without doubt
secured his place among the
ranks of the gaming industry’s
most
recognizable
icons. From games on numerous platforms to comics,
TV and other merchandise,
Mega Man still has recognition from the ’80s to today.
Keeping this fact in mind and
that Mega Man is one of my
favorite characters, I decided to dust off the classic
Mega Man 3 for the NES. GI
readers, get ready to set
your back-in-the-day machines for the year 1990 for
some 8-bit action adventure
goodness.
In this third installment of
the original MM series, players guide Mega Man who
must help his creator, Dr.
Light, and his legendary

LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY Gaming Insurrection

Mega Man 3 featured the blue bomber and Dr. Wily teaming up
to create a “peacekeeping” robot. Too bad Dr. Wily can’t be
trusted.

nemesis turned ally-at-themoment Dr. Wily gather energy crystals from eight new
robot masters in order to
complete a peacekeeping

robot called “Gamma.” In addition to battling these new
enemies, Mega Man must
deal with 8 robot masters
from Mega Man 2. With 16

robot masters to contend
with in all, it’s a good thing
that Mega Man has a new
partner, a cyber canine
named Rush, who helps
Mega Man get through tough
spots by changing into a
spring board, jet board, and
a submarine. As a matter of
fact, Rush’s debut was so
successful that Capcom
paired Rush with Mega Man
as a sidekick for the remainder of the series’ run on the
NES.
GI readers who are fans of
the game series should note
at the final stage of the
game, a familiar enemy will
be waiting for them.
Full of repay value, Mega
Man 3 will take players back
to the 8-bit action adventure
goodness we all know and
love. As a fan of Mega Man, I
especially recommend that
MM3 as an excellent piece to
any Mega Man fan’s collection.

lectronic

ntertainment

xpo

GI gives you the lowdown on developments from the Big 3
Nintendo
Recovering from a lackluster 2008
Nintendo
press
conference,
regrouped and returned with
several big game announcements
and a weird peripheral.

The electronics giant had a few of
its surprises spoiled ahead of the
press conference but that didn’t
stop it from introducing new ideas
and a new system.

Metroid:
The Other M

God of War III

Page 10

Page 11

The XBox 360 maker stole the
show in some minds with the
introduction of Project Natal at
this year’s press conference and
partnerships with social media.

Forza
Motorsport 3
Page 12

*Disclaimer: The logos for Nintendo, Sony and Microsoft are trademark properties of their respective companies. All rights reserved. Photos property of 1up.com, Gamespot.com and the Associated Press.
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The ‘Big N’ announces games for core franchises Zelda, Mario, Metroid

Nintendo roundup
The Legend of Zelda (working title) –
There’s no concrete title or screenshots, but
Zelda creator Shigeru Miyamoto announced
after the company’s press conference that
indeed there would be a new Zelda game.
Miyamoto-san showed concept art and that
was all. The Legend of Zelda is looking at a
2010 release on the Wii.
Super Mario Galaxy 2 – A proper sequel to the Wii hit, Super Mario Galaxy 2
introduces the ability to drill through planets and ride on Yoshi. Screenshots from
the conference show Mario’s new abilities and an attention to detail throughout
the backgrounds. Expect this to hit
around Spring of next year.
Wii Motion Plus controls — The Wii
Motion plus is able to pick up the
slightest movement and rotation of
the Wiimote. This will supposedly
enhance the motion controls of the
Wii and make control in the games
that utilize it not feel so tacked on.
New Super Mario Bros.
Wii — Introducing fourplayer co-op for the first
time in a Mario title, the
newest version of the DS
title isn’t just a rehash and
will feature all new worlds
and suits.
Photos courtesy of Nintendo

METROID: THE OTHER M
It took only a three-minute trailer to turn Nintendo’s press
conference from merely “OK” to “good,” and the reveal of a
new Metroid game was responsible.
Nintendo announced that Metroid: The Other M (working title) would be co-developed with Team Ninja (of Ninja Gaiden
fame) and delve further into the backstory of longtime Metroid
protagonist Samus Aran. Fans who follow the series know that
previous entries did not touch so much on her story as it did
the Metroid. Also, featured in this title’s story will be how and
why she met Adam Malkovich, her commanding officer and AI
helper in Metroid Fusion.
Moving away from the first-person shooter theme of the
Metroid Prime series, The Other M will flow like a 2.5D adventure but will still feature some HUD visor screen elements.
Various places have reported a year-end release for Metroid.

WII VITALITY SENSOR
Usually Nintendo Co. Ltd. President Satoru Iwata comes
out during the E3 press conference and dictates the flow of
Nintendo’s business for the next year. This year Iwata-san
did that but he introduced a little something extra.
The Wii Vitality Sensor fits on your finger and connects to
your Wiimote, reading your vital stats while you play. Or at
least that’s the gist of the idea that Iwata-san presented.
Iwata-san said that “games have been used for stimulation,
but maybe it won't be long until games are used for relaxation and even to fall asleep." Interesting. But why would you
want to fall asleep while playing your games? Iwata-san
didn’t give a whole lot of details or even a release date, so
this one’s up in the air for Nintendo.
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New system introduced as well as applications and motion control system for PS3
PSP GO
The PSP Go, a smaller more portable version of Sony’s gaming on the go device, will not support the UMD that its predecessor did. It will receive games such as Assassin’s Creed:
Bloodlines, Gran Turismo Mobile, Metal Gear Solid: Peace
Walker, and Resident Evil Portable. You are able to slide the
top screen forward like a mobile device and display the controls and game pad. Also added to the PSP Go is Bluetooth
capability. The PSP Go will be on sell for $249.99. That’s
American dollars not Texas dollars.

Associated Press photo

Sony Computer Entertainment of America CEO
Kaz Harai and the PSP Go.

MOTION CONTROL
Sony has said many times that they will
be backing the PS3 for the next couple of
years. Following what the public demands, Sony’s motion controls were
demonstrated in conjunction of the PlayStation Eye Web cam. It consists of two
wand-type units each with analog triggers, buttons and internal sensor controls. They only showed prototypes of
these controllers, but expect to hear
something about them soon. Sony plans
to launch the PlayStation motion controllers in Spring 2010.

Sony roundup
Uncharted 2 – Besides looking
absolutely fantastic and garnering many best-of-show awards
from the gaming press … the
trailer showed fast-paced gun
action with foraging elements as
Drake is chasing down the famed
Marco Polo’s treasures. Sony announced the PS3 exclusive title as coming in November of this year.
God of War III – Kratos is even
more brutal than usual and has a
few new tricks up his unclothed
sleeves. New abilities include a battering ram move and homing attacks. The highly anticipated game
is expected to hit later this year.
Gran Turismo Mobile — The
newest title announced for the E3announced PSP Go will feature
more than 800 cars and 35 tracks.
It will allow multi-player races and
its focus will be on driving missions
unlike Gran Turismo 4, which had
open-ended map tracks.
Metal Gear Solid: Peace Walker: The world loves Solid Snake.
The PSP Go will give the world more
of him in Metal Gear Solid: Peace
Walker. Set in 1974 Costa Rica, the
game will center on Snake’s infiltration of Outer Heaven. Multiple
Snakes were seen in the trailers, hinting that it may have co-op qualities.
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Project Natal wows crowd as well as exclusive titles and social media partnerships

Microsoft roundup
Forza Motorsport 3 – Hot racing is
back in the third game of the Forza series. Giving established racer Gran
Turismo a run for its money, Forza is
bringing out the big guns with visual
improvements, more than 400 cars
and an in-cockpit camera for a different take on the action. It’s coming Oct. 27, according to Microsoft.

PROJECT NATAL
Project Natal is an add-on peripheral for the XBox 360 that enables
users to control and interact with the Xbox 360 without the need to
touch a game controller through gestures, spoken commands, or presented objects and images. The project is aimed at broadening the
Xbox 360's audience beyond its typically hardcore base.
Demonstrated at the press conference, it blew some minds with the
potential it could achieve. Immediately it would enhance controls in
some of the ways that the Wii could not initially. Peter Molyneux of Lionhead Studios showed off “Milo,” what some consider just a taste of
what Natal will be able to do.

Shadow Complex – Introduced as an XBox Live Arcade download, Shadow
Complex looks like and apparently plays like an homage to Super Metroid and
Castlevania.
Crackdown 2—Everyone
bought Crackdown for the Halo beta
2
that came with it. After the beta was closed, most people actually played Crackdown and loved it. Well, Crackdown 2 is coming. It appears that you are an agent in another open-world of
gangs. But there are monsters also. Keep an eye on this game
for future details.
Associated Press photo

Left for Dead 2—The
sequel to
2
the surprise shooter of 2008 will
take place in Louisiana. There
seemed to be different types of
infected and game modes. You
can also equip yourself with
melee weapons. Expect LFOD2
to be on shelves this fall.

METAL GEAR RISING
Kojima-san has been busy as of late. Announcing four Metal
Gear titles for various systems, Hideo Kojima has been very busy.
The biggest announcement of the four games, however, involved
the XBox 360. With some fanfare and a previous countdown now
at zero, Kojima took the lid off Metal Gear Rising, an exclusive title
for Microsoft’s baby.
The title’s E3 trailer didn’t offer many details other than the cyberninja that caused a wave of outcry from fans with Metal Gear
Solid 2 will lead the charge. Raiden will cut up a lot of stuff sometime in the near future.
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E3’s BIG TITLES

FINAL FANTASY XIV

Microsoft
 Halo: ODST
 Splinter Cell: Conviction
 Halo: Reach
 Crackdown 2
 Final Fantasy XIII
 APB
Sony
 Metal Gear Solid: Peacewalker
(PSP)
 Gran Turismo 5 (PS3)
 Gran Turismo Mobile (PSP)
 Resident Evil Portable (PSP)
 Agent (PS3)
 The Last Guardian (PS3)
 Alan Wake (PS3)
 Mod Racers Nation (PS3)
 Mag (PS3)
 Soul Calibur: Broken Destiny (PSP)

FINAL
FANTASY
XIII

1up.com photo

ABOVE: Announced as a shocker during the Sony press conference, Final Fantasy XIV may be a
multiplatform game as Square Enix announced during their press conference the next day.
BELOW: Rock Band Beatles is coming for both the XBox 360 and the PS3 later this year. Surviving Beatles Paul McCartney, pictured, and Ringo Star made an appearance at the conference as
did Olivia Harrison and Yoko Ono Lennon, widows of the late George Harrison and John Lennon,
respectively.

Nintendo
ABOVE: Final Fantasy XIII will be released for PS3 and XBox 360.
BELOW: Konami announced Castlevania: Lords of Shadow during their press
conference. The game, which will feature the return of Alucard, is expected
to be released next year.

CASTLEVANIA: LORD
OF SHADOWS

 Golden Sun DS
 Wii Sports Resort
 The Conduit (DS)
 Warioware: DIY (DS)
 Mario vs. Donkey Kong: Minis
March Again (DS)
 The Legend of Zelda: Spirit Tracks
(DS)
 Mario & Luigi: Bowser’s Inside
Story (DS)
Multiplatform
 Final Fantasy XIII (XBox 360, PS3)
 Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2
(XBox 360, PS3)
 Rock Band Beatles (XBox 360,
PS3)
 Final Fantasy XIV (possibly both
XBox 360, PS3)
 Marvel: Ultimate Alliance 2 (all)
 Assassin’s Creed 2 (XBox 360,
PS3)
 Tekken 6 (XBox 360, PS3)

1up.com photo

Associated Press photo
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Zelda’s first tale legendary
BY JAMIE MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

I received the original Legend of Zelda as a young lad
from my aunt. She claimed
she bought it for herself, but I
played it the most. With the
help of my younger sister and
cousin as guides, I spent
many days trying to save
Princess Zelda from the pigfaced Ganon.
After a week, my sister and
cousin moved on to other
games. I would play others
games also, but only if I got
stuck in a dungeon and could
not figure a way through it. I
would play Metroid (I know …
talk about getting stuck in a
dungeon), but I would always
come back to The Legend of
Zelda. After weeks of playing,
I started drawing my own
maps.
It wasn’t until I was at
Kmart when I saw an issue of
Nintendo Power with the Legend of Zelda in it that I felt
that I was not alone in the
world.
Legend of Zelda is the
classic gangsta video game.
It is one of a few video games
from Nintendo that has openended gameplay.
The fact that you can go
through the game in almost
any fashion just to get to the
end of the game is what I was
looking for as a youth and as
an adult. But I digress.
The Legend of Zelda has a
broad range of elements that
I hold dear today. It has puzzles, strategies, action and
lots of exploration. As someone who is now a D&D geek,
that is right up my alley.
There are eight dungeons
in which at least one major
item is held to help you on
your quest.

PHOTOS BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY

Gaming Insurrection

The Legend of Zelda was released in 1986 for the Nintendo Entertainment System. The game, a
masterpiece from Shigeru Miyamoto, is consistently ranked as one of the best games ever
created.

In each dungeon there is a
dungeon boss that is guarding one piece of the Triforce
of Wisdom.
You need the Triforce of
Wisdom in order to enter the
ninth and final dungeon to
take on Ganon with the powerful silver arrows. Snipe off
Ganon, save the world.
This game never gets boring to me. I can play it again
and again. If you like roleplaying and adventure, join
Link
in
his
quest
to
return peace and civility to
Hyrule.

INTERESTING

FACTS ABOUT THE

1. The Legend of Zelda was known as
The Hyrule Fantasy: The Legend of
Zelda in Japan.
2. It was released as a launch game
for the Famicom Disk System peripheral
one year and five months before being
released in United States.
3. Nintendo release a cartridge format
for the Famicom (Japanese version of
the NES) in 1994.
4. Shigeru Miyamoto and his team
worked on The Legend of Zelda and
Super Mario Bros. concurrently.
5. Princess Zelda’s name was inspired
by Zelda Fitzgerald, the wife of author
Francis Scott Fitzgerald.

LEGEND OF ZELDA

6. Link was designed to be a “symbol
of courage, strength and wisdom” according to Mr. Miyamoto.
7. In 1987, The Legend of Zelda became the second NES game that sold 1
million copies.
8. During the second quest, Link can
walk through certain walls.
9. Ganon’s life began as a human and
he was the epitome of anger, hate and
envy.
10. Ganondorf transformed into Ganon
when he could no longer hide the ugliness that was in his heart.
Source: Nintendo and ZeldaUniverse.com
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Ridge Racer Type 4 was released for the PlayStation One in 1998. The
driving simulator was the series’ final entry on the PSOne.

R4 precision sets
standard in genre
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

Namco, Namco, Namco. Why
are your racing games so awesome? I continually ask myself this
everytime that I look at R4. It’s
been, what, 10 years since I first
played R4? And I’m still playing it.
That means something.
Ridge Racer Type 4 was so
slick and polished back in 1998
when it first came home to the
PlayStation. Other racers looked
silly compared to Namco’s polished simulator, and even their
own racing titles couldn’t hold a
candle to R4’s graphics, sound
and playability. Just when you
thought you had R4 figured out, it
drew you in further.
The first thing noticeable about
R4 is the presentation. The game’s
introduction is set with series regular Reiko Nagase waking up and
wanting to meet the Ridge Racer.
From there, the production values
skyrocket. Great music starts with
the theme sung by Kimara Lovelace. It’s smooth, it’s fast and it’s
memorable. The look of the game
compliments the sound and at
once it’s slick. Not so overly slick
that I wouldn’t look at it; but so
slick that I’d incorporate it in design today … and it’s 10 years old!

It’s got a classic, refined straightline look that invokes jazz lounge
funk.
Where the graphics and presentation shine, the playability
does, too. It was easy for me to
pick up the game get started. A
racing simulator with this kind of
precision looks as if it would be
difficult to pick up and play, but it’s
not.
Driving and drifting are the main
focus and it shows. Once you
have the basics down, it’s a little
easier to be merely OK at the
game. It’s harder to master it. Mastering R4 is not a chore and
should be attempted because the
game is begging you to conquer
all aspects of its play. It’s that
good.
Should you buy this game so far
after its release date?
Yes. Go out, find it right now
and buy it. Get the official soundtrack while you’re at it (I found my
copy on Amazon for $31; getting it
on Galbadia Hotel is OK as well).
If you can find the JogCon controller get it too as it helps the already
great controls become even better.
BOTTOM LINE: Buy this now. It
is a must-have for the PSOne era.
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Players blow through N.A.R.C.
B Y B RAN DON B EATT Y
G A M I NG I NSURRE CT I ON

GI readers, let me take
you on a trip though
video game history. The
year was 1990. Nintendo
was enjoying its reign
across the video game
landscape in America.
The
Teenage
Mutant
Ninja Turtles and the
Simpsons were the hottest animated characters
on the TV and video
game scenes.
Despite
these
cool
events in American pop
culture, our country’s war
on drugs was heating up
between Johnny Law and
evil international drug
cartel overlords. In a response to turning the tide
in the battle against
drugs, Acclaim Entertainment ported a gem that
would get gamers in the
fight at home. A little
gem called NARC.
Now for those readers
who are thinking about
both the 1988 smash arcade game and its 2005
unmentionable “remake”
stepchild, don’t worry
readers, I wouldn’t even
think about having to
make you read anything
about that piece of garbage.
I’m talking about the
original that was ported
to the Nintendo Entertainment System and later
Midway Arcade Treasures
2.
In the original, players
take the role of either
Max Force or Hit Man,
two narcotics cops assigned by a top-secret

PHOTOS BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
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N.A.R.C. was released in 1990 for arcades and the Nintendo Entertainment System. It was remade in 2005 for the PS2.

WHERE TO GET N.A.R.C.
Original cartridge version – Ebay $1 to $5
Midway Arcade Treasures 2 version (Amazon prices):
PlayStation 2 - $8
GameCube - $40
XBox – $10
organization to take down
“Mr. Big,” who is head of
a drug traffic and terrorist group called K.R.A.K.
In addition to stopping
“Big,” players must deal
with junkies, drug dealers,
psychotic
clown
junkies, rabid pit bulls
and mutant bugs.
Fortunately, Max Force,
and
Hit
Man
ar e
equipped each with a
machine gun and rocket
launcher with the chance
to reload after shooting
on screen enemies who

will drop ammo and
bombs.
Defeated enemies also
leave behind narcotics
and special cards that
will allow the player to
enter
sub-level
drugs
labs. Players can also
save ammo by walking
up to criminals and busting them when “ARREST”
appears, causing them to
float away and adding to
the players’ score at the
end of each level.
While
playing
this
game at GI headquar-

ters, I noticed that NARC
has elements making it
one of the first ultraviolent video games.
Animals and people
are ripe for the picking.
No offense to PETA or
anything, but in certain
levels I dealt with pitbulls
who wanted to take a bite
out of me.
However, shooting or
blasting them with a
rocket bomb was the only
way to stop them. Editor
in Chief Lyndsey saw this
and began to scold me.
At the same time GI contributors Marcus and Jamie stated that the dogs
were attacking me so I
had to fight back.
In the bridge level, I
used the NARCmobile to
take care of “problems.”
Here, I easily collected ill
-gotten gains.
Lyndsey voiced more
concerns to which I replied, “This is the War on
Drugs. They are hitting
me, therefore I am hitting
them back.”
In short NARC was the
8-bit foundation to the little moneymakers we call
Grand Theft Auto and
Saints Row.
Only this time there
was a strong anti-drug
message presented to
gamers
instead
of
taking by any means necessary.
I highly endorse playing the original version
of NARC just because
it’s the old fashioned
war of who shot the sheriff.
This time, the law won
in a game based on
crime at all costs.
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TECH GEEKS—GEAR YOU CAN USE

T

his quarter it’s all about programs that prove useful in GI’s everyday life. Whether it’s combining
PDFs for the current issue, listening to and ripping music or “finding” YouTube videos we love,
these programs will help you acquire media quickly … for free. When you throw free into the
equation, suddenly these look like diamonds in the rough. And they really are just that good.

PDF Tools
When GI puts its issues to bed
(newspaper jargon for printing), we use
PDF Tools as a main component for
getting the job done. PDF Tools takes
the .pdf format and refines and makes
them even more useful. With the program, you can split, join and password
encrypt PDFs. Its nicest feature is the
ability to join PDFs into one file. Because GI usually creates pages with
multiple orientations, PDF Tools comes
in handy when combining those pages
together to make complete issues.
Price: FREE
Where to find: www.download.com

YouTube Downloader
Samsung Music Studio
Samsung’s media player program is a hold over from 2004,
during the days when GI had a Samsung 512MB music player.
Yes, that was a long time ago, and we’ve since graduated to
gigabytes. However, we still use the program to this day for two
simple reasons: First, it can rip albums easily; and second, it
can convert files from .mp3 to .wav format. That makes it worth
keeping around as technology gets better. There are probably
better options out there like Windows Media Player, but I prefer
this little program because I’ve seen what it can do without taking extra steps like WMP does.
Price: Probably free now
Where to find: Free with the player

Have you ever gone on YouTube and discovered that
there was music or videos that you wanted but couldn’t find
anywhere else? If you have, trying to get the music or video
has been a pain with the likes of vixy.net being shut down.
However, the free YouTube Downloader isn’t dependent on
servers to do the work. And did I mention it’s free?
Simply find the link of the video you want to download,
paste it into the dialog box, select where you want to
download the video and how you want to save it and you’re
done. It quickly converts the video into a .flv file and from
there it can be converted to other file types such as .mp4,
.wmv and .mov among others. Once it’s downloaded, the
sound can converted to .mp3. That alone makes it worth
downloading.
Price: FREE
Where to find: www.download.com

July 2009
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

3rd
Quarter 2009
launches!

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
NCAA Football (ALL)

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
Brave: A Warrior’s
Tale (XBox 360, WII)

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
King of Fighters XII
(ALL)
G-Force (ALL)
Science Papa (WII)

29

30

31

August 2009
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat
1

2

3

4
Wolfenstein (ALL)

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
Madden 2010 (ALL)

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
G.I. Joe: The Rise of
Cobra (ALL)

29

30

31

September 2009
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
Rock Band: Beatles
(ALL)

10

11

12

13

14

15
Star Wars The Clone
Wars: Republic
Heroes (ALL), Operation Flash Point 2:
Dragon Rising (ALL)

16

17

18

19

20

21

22 Colin McRae:
Dirt 2 (ALL), Need For
Speed: SHIFT (XBox
360, PS3), Halo:
ODST (XBox 360),
Spectrobes: Origins
(WII)

23

24

25

26

27

28

29
Dead Space
Extraction (WII)

30
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Imports, new,
used and more
4508 Saint Andrews Road
Columbia, SC
(803) 798-4014
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New, used
and retro
5424 Forest Drive
Columbia, SC
(803) 790-7155
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podcasts

video
photos
* The Legend of Zelda
* Super C
* Bionic Commando

podcasts
E3 roundup discussion
* Join the GI crew as they
discuss the ups and downs of this
year’s E3 extravaganza!

Gaming Insurrection
roundup

interviews

Mom and Dad play the Wii
* Hear Editor Lyndsey Mosley’s mom
and dad talk about their
experiences playing Wii Sports on the
Nintendo Wii for the first time.

